2020
architecture foundation of oregon

Senator Mark O. Hatfield
Architectural Award

$4,000 Scholarship

for community service & design excellence
The Architecture Foundation of Oregon supports Oregon’s quality of life and creates awareness
of our designed environment through education, engagement and inspiration. The Foundation
has, since 1988, awarded the Mark O. Hatfield Architectural Award, to honor community
service and architectural design, two fields of elemental importance to our esteemed former
United States Senator and Governor of Oregon. We are pleased to encourage the promising
future of Oregon architecture students.
The recipient of the Hatfield Award will attend a luncheon in the spring of 2020 where they
will be presented with their award. The luncheon is attended by members of the architecture/
engineering/construction community from across the state and celebrates the hard work
and accomplishments of the scholarship recipient. The recipient will be part of a diverse and
engaged community of Hatfield Scholars who now make up some of the most dynamic leaders
in the industry.

Eligibility & Criteria
•

Undergraduate or graduate student currently enrolled in University of Oregon or Portland
State University architecture program

•

Commitment to community service outside of school and relative to applicant’s community

•

Demonstrated ability for quality architectural design and academic achievement

Questions?

Application Requirements

Contact Candice Agahan
AFO Program Associate
candice@af-oregon.org
503-542-3823
www.af-oregon.org

•

One-page essay outlining your experience with community service and how you aspire to
use architecture and design to address a challenge facing either your specific community or
Oregonians in general

•

Design portfolio with three examples of work – can be architecture or community focused
projects – maximum of 3 pages per project
• Must include one project completed individually (not a group project)
• If including group projects, describe applicant’s role
• If applicable, please include a project illustrating an architectural design that
responds to a community need or challenge

•

Two letters of recommendation addressing candidate’s achievement and potential in design
and commitment to community service – letters must not exceed one page and must be
emailed directly by the recommender to candice@af-oregon.org
• One letter from architectural faculty
• One letter from a community member

•

Current transcript with GPA

•

Application Cover Sheet – download at bit.ly/2020hatfieldcoversheet

•

Deadline: Friday, January 24, 2020, 11:59pm – send all application components in one
PDF no larger than 10MB to candice@af-oregon.org (except letters of recommendation
which should be sent directly from the recommender)

Undergraduate and graduate students are evaluated based on the merits of their experience

